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The computer program AFTBDY generates a body-fitted 
curvilinear coordinate system for a wedge curved after body • 
(Figure 1). This wedge curved after body is being used in an 
experimental program at the Langley Research Center. The 
coordinate system generated by AFTBDY will be used to solve 
3D compressible N.S. equations. The coordinate system in 
the physical plane is a cartesian X,y,z system, whereas, in 
the transformed plane a rectangular ~,n,~ system is used. 
The coordinate system generated is such that in the transformed 
plane coordinate spacing in the ~,n,~ direction is constant 
and equal to unity. The physical plane coordinate lines in 
the different regions are clustered heavily or sparsely depending 
on the regions where physical quantities to be solved for by the 
N.S. equations have high or low gradients. The coordinate dis-
tribut'ion in the physical plane is such that x stays constant in 
n and ~ direction, whereas, z stays constant in ~ and n direction. 
The desired distribution in x and z is input to the program. 












r l ,r 2 ,r3 , 
r 4 ,rS ,r 6 
Subscripts 
t,;,n,l';,x,y,z 
List of Symbols 
Physical Plane 
Transformed Plane 
Maximum number of points in t,; direction 
Maximum number of points in n - direction 
Maximum number of points in I'; - direction 
Jacobian 




Error criterion for convergence 
Boundary contour surfaces in the physical plane 
Boundary contour surfaces in the transformed plane 
Acceleration parameter for Gauss-Seidel iteration 
Denotes first partial differentiation 




Denotes corss partial differentiation 




I. Numerical Generation of Body-Fitted 
Curvilinear Coordinate Systems 
The method for numerically generating the Boundary-Fitted 
curvilinear coordinate system is presented as applicable in 
,. 
the case of the wedge-curved after body. The coordinate system 
generated is to be used to solve 3-D compressible Navier Stokes 
equations. The coordinate system in the physical plane is a 
cartesian x,y,z system, whereas in the transformed plane rectangu-
lar ;,n,~ system is used. The coordinate system generated is 
such that in the transformed plane, coordinate spacing in all 
three ;,n,~ direction is constant and equal to unity. The-physical 
plane coordinate lines in the different directions are clustered 
heavily or sparsely depending on the regions where the physical 
quantities to be solved by the N.S. equations have large or small 
gradients. The coordinate distribution in the physical plane is 
such that x stays constant in n and ~ direction, whereas z stays 
constant in ; and n direction. The desired distribution in x and 
z direction is input to the program. Consequently, only the y 
coordinate is solved for by the program AFTBDY. The clustering 
of points in y direction is specified by a point distribution on 
;,= 1, ~ = 1 line. 
Section A provides a brief discussion of the mathematical 
formulation and section B describes the numerical technique used 
Or to generate the coordinate system. 
1 
A. Mathematics of Transformation 
Consider the transformation of a simply connected 3-d 
region D (Figure 2), into a right angle parallepoid region D* 
(Figure*3).* we*req~ire*tha; faces rl , r2 , r3 , r4 , rS ' r6 map 
r r r r r r into I' 2 '-3' 4 ' 5 ' 6 respectively. For identification 
purposes, region D is referred to as the physical plane, and 
* D as the transformed plane. In the D plane it is assumed 
that x is constant for a specified n and ~ and z is constant 
for a specified ~ andn. In the present problem only y is 
solved for since the desired distribution in x and z direction 
is input to the program. A 3-d formulation from x,y,z to ~,n,~ 
coordinates is defined as follows: 
[] = ~ (X,y'Z)J n(x,y,z) Z;(x,y,z) (1) 
The generating elliptic system is chosen to be the inhomo-
geneous Laplace equation, 
~xx + ~yy +~zz = P(~,n,~) (2a) 
nxx + nyy +n zz = Q(~,n,O (2b) 



































where 7;1 '~2' n3 , 7;4' ~5' n6 are specified constants and 









The inhomogeneous terms P,Q, and R are selected to control 
the spacing of n = constant and s = constant lines in the physical 
plane and several forms for these terms can be used. In the pre- w 
sent case a special form of P, Q and R was used based on the point 
distribution on ab, ac, and ae lines (Figure 2). (For convenience 
.; = n = sl = 1 and .;S = INA.X, n6 = JMAX and Z;4 = Kl-1AX is chosen 2 3 
thus ensuring a field size of I MAX x JMAX x KMAX) • 
In order that the transformed plane contain a uniform grid, 
the dependent and independent variables must be interchanged in 
equations (2a), (2b) and (2c). The resulting equations are given by, 
CllX.;.; - 2.0 c 12x';n + 2.0 c13x.;~ + c 22xnn - 2.0 c 23x ns 
2 





cllY~~ - 2.0 c12Y~n + 2.0 c13Y~Z; + c22Ynn ~ 2.0 c 23Yn Z; 
+c 33yZ;Z; = -J
2 (p(.;,n,z;,}y.;+ Q(.;,n,Z;}Y
n 
+ R(';,n,Z;)YZ;} (4b) 
cl1Z.;.; - 2.0 c12 z';n + 2.0 C13 Z.;Z; + c 22 znn - 2.0 C 23Zn Z; 
+c z, = -J2(p(.;,n,s}z~ + Q(';,n,s)Zn + R(';,n,Z;)Z (4c) 
33 Z;s <, 
where 
*(XnZz; - xz;zn) + (Y.;zZ; - Ysz.;) * (Ynzz; - Yszn) 
c 13 = (x';Yn - xnY.;) * (xnYZ; - xZ;Yn ) + (x.;zn - xn z .;) 






c 23 = (X~Yn - XnY~) * (X~Y~ - X~Y~) + (X~zn XnZ~) * 
(X~Z~ - X~Z~) + (Y~Zn - YnZ~) * (y~z~ - Y~Z~) 
c 33 = (x~Yn - Xny~)2 + (x~zn XnZ~)2 + (y~zn YnZ~)2 
J 
The boundary conditions transform as follow's: 
* on r l ' 
* on r 2 ' 




a l (~l,nl'~l) 















* f1 (~6,n6,i;6~l on r6 ' x 
y = f 2 (I; 6 ' n 6 ' 1; 6 :J 
z f3(~6,n6,i;6) ( 6f) 
The functions a, b, c, d, e, f are specified by the known 
surfaces r l , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , rS and r 6 • On all six surfaces r l , r 2 , 
r 3 , r 4 , rS and r6 Dirchlet boundary conditions are used. 
As indicated before, in the present problem only y is solved 
for since the desired. distribution in x and z is input to the pro-
gram. The last aspect to be discussed is how P, Q and R are computed. 
P is computed based on x variation of points on line ab (Figure 2). 
Similarly, Q and R are computed based on y, z variation on line ac 
and ae,respectively. The following discussion will make this point 
clearer. 
If one assumes on ab that the y and z variation is zero (y~ = 
':> 
z~ = 0), on ac x and z variation is zero (xn = zn = 0), and on ae x 
and y variation is zero (xi; = yi'; = 0) then from equations (4) and 
















Notice P, Q, and R are functions of ~,n, and i';, respectively. 
Thus only one dimensional arrays of size I MAX , JMAX, KMAX are re-

















B. Numerical Solution Techniques 
Based on the above discussion equation (4b) must be 
numerically solved. The coefficients C .. are given by 
~J 
equations (5) and P, Q, R are given by equations (7). The 
numerical solution of the transformation can be easily per-
formed. First P, Q, and R are computed as follows: 
P(I) = x(I+I,I,I) - 2x(I,I,I) + x(I-I,I,I) 
(x(I+I,I,I) - x(I-I,I,I»**3 
Q(J) 
. 2< I< n1AX-I 
= y(I,J+I,I) - 2y(I,J,I) + y{l,~-l,l) 
(y(I,J+I,I) - y(I,J-I,1»)*~':3 
2< J< ~..1!.x-1 
R(K) = z(I,I,K+I) - 2z(I,I,K) + z(I,I,K-I) 
(z{I,I,K+I) - z(I,I,K-I»**3 
2<K<MAX-I 
A S.O.R Gauss Seidell iteration is used to numerically 




second order central difference form. Then following expression 
for intermediate value of y at point (I, J, K) is obtained, 
y(I,J,K) = CF*[CII(y(I+I,J,K) + y(I-I,J,K» - 2 cl2Y~n 
+2cI3Y~~ + c 22 (y(I,J+I,K) + y(I,J-I,K» 
+c 33 (y(I,J,K+I) + y(I,J,K-I» - 2 c23Ynt + 
2 . 




In (9a) we have 2~I~IMAX-l, 2~J<MA:C-l and 2<K<KMAX-l. ; 
In addition c ll ' c 12 etc. are given by equation (5). If f 
denotes x, y, or z then the derivatives of x, y, z in difference 
form required for equation (9a) are given by, 
f~ = O.5(f(I+l,J,K) - f(I-l,J,K» 
fn = O.5(f(I,J+l,K) - f(I,J-l,K» 
f~ = O.5(f(I,J,K+l) - f(I,J,K-l» 
f~n = O.25(f(I+l,J+l,K) - f(I-l,J+l,K) 
-f(I+I,J-I,K)+ f(I-I,J-I,K» 
fn~ = O.25(f(I,J+l,K+l) - f(I,J-l,K+l) 
-f(I,J+l,K-l) + f(I,J-l,K-l» 
f~~ = O.25(£(I+l,J,K+l) - f(I-l,J,~+l) 
-f(I+l,J,K-l) + f(I-l,J,K-l» 
f~~ = f(I+l,J,K) - 2f(I,J,K) + f(I-l,J,K) 
f = f(I,J+l,K) - 2f(I,J,K) + f(I,J-l,K) 
nn 










If (9a) is the intermediate value for S.O.R iteration then 




y(S+l} (I,J,K) = (l-w) yeS) (I,J,K) + w y(I,J,K) (11) 
In equations (9) and (10) most current iterative value of yare 
used and w is the acceleration parameter • 
In equations (9) and (10) most current iterative value of yare 
used and w is the acceleration parameter. 
The convergence is reached whenever the absolute value of 
y(I, J, K)(S + l}_ y(I, J, K) (S) is less than a specified quantity 
E. Generally a value of 0.000005 to 0.00001 is specified for E. 
A value of 0.4 to 0.8 is used for w. 
c. Initial Guess and Boundary Point Specification 
The input to the program ·consists of x coordinate specifica-
tion on line ab, y specification on line ac, and z specification 
on line ae. This implies that {x(I,l,l), l::'I::.H1AX} , {y (l,J ,1), 
l<J<JMAX} and {z(l,l,K), l::'K::'KMAX} are known. (Th~ program is 
written for a body for which x varies from 0 to 90.0, and z varies 
from a to l2.0). The initial guess is specified as follows, 
x(I,J,K} = x(I,l,l) 
z(I,J,K) = z(l,l,K) 
where l~I~IMAX, l~J~J!1AX, l<K<KHAX·. 
(12a) 
(12b) 
The y coordinates are specified as £ollows. On surface r6 
(J=JMAX) the coordinates are given by, 
y(I,JMAX,K) = y(l,JMAX,l) 
l<I<IMAX and l<K<KMAX. 
(13a) 
on r 3 (J =1) y coordinate is specified as follows: 
also 
and 
y(I,I,I) = x(I,I,I) * tan (4°) 
if x(I,l,l) < 62.3 
y(I,l,l) = C+[02 - (x(I,l,l) - E)2] **0.5 
if x(I,l,l» 62.3 
C = -457.8350 
o = 463.'3164 
E = 94.56704 
y(I,l,K) = y(I,l,l) 





y(I,l,K) = y(I,l,l) - R + [R2 - z2] if x>62.3 (13e) 
R = [A + B(x(I,l,l) - 62.3) ]**0.5 
A = 0.00035521 
B = 0.000223505 
2< I< lMAX and 2< K< KMAX. 
y on remaining of the points is given as follows: 
y ( I ,J ,K) = Y (I , 1 , K) + (y ( I , JI<l;""'..::: , 10 - Y ( I , 1 , K) ) * 
(y(l,J,l) - y(l,l,l»/ 
y (1 , JMAX , 1 ) - y ( I, I, 1) ) (13f) 












after body ---1 ~ 
note: a* e* f* b* is surface aefb in figure 2. 










rl - surface abdc 
f2 - surface aegc 
r 3 - surface aefb 
r 4 -.surface efhg 
r 5 ~ surface bfhd 


































* r 2 
--
---
I I I I 
r l - surface a b d c 
r - surface alelglc l 2 
r - surface a'e'f'b
' 3 







































Figure 2. Coordinate Transformation 
II. Computer Program 
A. Program Listing 
A computer program to numerically generate boundary-fitted 
coordinate system for a wedge after body combination was written 
in FORTRAN IV language to run on the LaRC CDC NOS system complex. 
The computer program consists of the main program AFTBDY and sub-
routines INIT, CALCOR, IPRTC, and IPLTC. A brief description of 
the main program and the four subroutines is provided in Chapter IV. 
The program listing follows this page. 
.. (0 f' 
------------------_. -------------------------~~--~----------------.-------~------------~~-----~ 
C"fATION IWI1 CARDS ENCOUNT!:QED· IN-· INPUT- --- ---~=~-_~ UPDAT~.-I: 2=452.- 79I06-,i2-. 18~ 29. 34-~---'-~- :piGf----I---.. ---~~~~~~== 
••••• .DECK AFTBDY PROGRAM AFTBDY(INPUT,OUTPUT,SOLNXX,TAPE1-SnLNXX,TAPE5-INPUT, 
1 TAPE6-0UTPUT' -
C •• •••••••••••• ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• C" . - '. 
C.. THIS PROGRAM GENERATES COO~DINATE SYSTEM FOR A 3-D AFTER • 
C.. BODY. THE COORDINATES GENERATED ARE RASED ON THE METHOD • 
C.. DEVELOPED BY THOMPSON, THAMES AND HASTIN OF MISSISSIPPI • 
C.. STATE UNIVERSITY. • 
C.. ..-
C.. FOR FURTHES ENQUIRIES CONTACT I • 
C.. • 
C.. DR. DILIP KUMAR •. 
C" DR. JULIUS HARRIS • 
C" NASA - LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER • --- -.. -
C.. MAIL STOP 163 •. 
C.. HAMPTON, VA 23665 • C.. PHONE' B04-827~3696 • 























THIS PROGRAM GENERATES COORDINATES FOR A AFTER BODY. DUE 
TO SYMMETRY ONLY HALF OF THE BODY IS CONSIDERED. THE 
COORDINATES IN X AND l DIRECTION ARE FIXED. SOLUTION IS 
OBTAINED FOR Y ONLY. THE DESIRFD DISTRIBUTION OF POINTS 
IS DEfiNED ON J-l,K-l AND I - 1,I~AX POINTS, THEN ON 
I-1,K-I AND J-liJMAX AND FINALLY ON I-l,J-l AND K-l,KMAX. 
THIS DISTRIBUTION CAN BE SPECIFtEO BASED ON UNIFORM, 
EXPONENTIAL~ OR POLYNOMIAL DISTRI~UTION. BASED ON THIS 
DISTRIBUTION THE ATTRACTION COEF~ICIENTS P,Q, AND RARE 
COMPUTED. THE DISTRIBUTION OF POINTS HIIST BE SPECIFIED 
SO THAT P,Q,AND RARE CONTINOUS. BASED ON THESE P,Q,AND R 
THEN Y COORDINATE IS COMPUTED. 
CARD INPUT 
CAROl' SPECIFIES GRID SIZE 
CARDZ 
++ IHAX,JMAX,KHAX (FORMAT 315' 
1M AX I NO OF NODES IN X-DIRECTION-
JMAX I NO OF NODES IN Y-DIRECTION 
KHAX • NO OF NODES IN Z-DIRECTION-
GAUSS-SEIDELL PA~.,CONVERGENCE CRITERION, ERROR-- ---- ----- --






































































































































.. - ..... _.-.- -- -.~ .. - _.- - - - - -------- - '~"-
CARDS ENCOUNTERED IN INPUT 
-. . UPDATE ~.?';;~52;- --~~ . 79/06/22. ·18~29.3It. ·-·----·p~G~-·-~·t ... ~:.=:-~~~= 
PRINT fREQUENCY FLAG, AND MAXIMUH NO OF ITERATIONS·' 
++ Rl,R2,R3,R4,IERR,ITERHX (FORHAT 4FI0.0,2I5. 





(USUALLY O.b. . 
MAXIMUM ERROR AlLOWFD IN X,Y,AND Z DIRECTION 
RESPFCTIVELY (USUALLY 0.000005 TO 0.00001. 
INTERVAL AT WHICH MAX ERRnR IS PRINTED. 
MAXIMUM NUMBER nf ITERATIONS PEPFoRMED. 
CARD3 I BOUNDARY POINT COORDINATFS 
X,y,Z (FORMAT 3FI0.0) 
++ TIIERE ARE IMAX+JMAX+KMAX SUCH CARDS. IMAX CARDS ARE 
INPUT FOR J-l,K-l AND I-J T~ tMAX. SIHILARY CARDS 
FOR l-l,K-l,J-l TO JMAX ANO I-l,J-l,K-l TO KMAX ARE 
INPUT. FOR IMAX CARDS ONLY X IS INPUT, 
FOR JMAX CARO Y, AND KMAX CARDS ONLY I IS INPUT. 
OTHER COORDINATES ARE LEFT BLANK AND ARE COMPUTED 
BY THE PROGRAM. 
CARo4 I PRINT OPTION PARAM~TERS 
IPRTl,loELl,JoEL1,IPRT2,rOEL2,JoEL2 . (FORHAT 615) 
++ IPRTl I PRINT INITIAL GUFSS O-Nn i-YES. 
IDELI • INTERVAL OF I AT WHICH INITIAL GUESS IS 
PRINTED. 1 MEANS FOR EVERY 1, 2 MEANS FOR I_ 
1,3,5,7 AND SO ON. 
JDELl INTERVAL OF J-CODRDINATE FOR WHICH INITIAL 
GUESS IS PRINTEO. 
IPRT2 • SAME AS IPRT1,IOELl,JOELl fOR CONVERGED OR 
IDEL2 PARTIALLY CONVERCEO SOLUTION. PARTIALLY 
JDEL2 CONVERGED SOLUTION IS PRINTED IN CASE THE 
SOLUTION DOES NOT CnNVERGE AFTER ITERMX 
ITERATIONS. 
CARD5 • HEADER CARD 
HEDl(I),I-l,4 (FnRMAT 4AI0, 
++ HEDl I 40 BYTES OF HEADER INFO PRINTED ON COORDINATE 
PRINTOUT AND PLOTS 
CAROb I ADDITIONAL HEADER CARD 
HED2(I',I-l,4 (FnRMAT4AI0, 
SAME AS CARD5. (BOTH CAPD5 AND CAROb REQUIRED. 
CARD7 I INITIAL GUESS PLOT OPTION 
NPLTl (FORMAt 15) 

























































































._---_. _._----_ ..... 
" 
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.. -"~-' ... , ... ~~ ......... ~~ .... -....... - ... -~ .~ ... ---- .... ----------..... --------.---~ .... 
CARDS ENCOUNTERED IN INPUT·-· --- -.------ UPDATE 1~2-1e52.-
.. . 
tt NPLTl I SPECIFIES NUMBER OF SURFACES ·FOR WHICH 
INITIAL GUESS IS PLOTTED. 
CARD8 , THERE ARE NPLTl CARD TYPE 6~ THESE CARDS SPECIFY 
VARIOUS SURFACES THAT NEED·TO AE PLOTTED. 
ITYPE,lSTN,SIZEl 'FORMAT ?15,F10.0' 
tt ITYPE, TYP~ OF SURFACE • - 1 I STATION. - 2 K STATION 
ISTN VALUE OF I OR K STATION DEPENDING ON ITYPE. 
SIZE1 I MAX PLOT SIZE IN Z DIRECTION IF ITYPE - 1, 
OR MAX PLOT SIZE IN X-DIRECTION IF ITYPE - Z~ 
CARD9 , SIMILAR TO CARD TYPE 7 AND A RESPECTIVELY FOR 
CARDI0 CONVERGED OR PARTIALLY CONVERGED SOLUTION. 





























































































































































CARDS ENCOUNTERED IN INPUT UPDATE1~ 2~"'2 ;-_ .. -- 79/06/22. 18. 29. 3ft~ 
END 
7/8/9 
INPUT DATA. SEE EXPLANATION ABOVE. 
6/7/8/9 
NOTEa AFTER FIRST 7/8/9 CARD 3 CARDS ARE INPUT TO 
SATISFY INPUT FOR UPDATE UTILITY. 
AFTER 2ND 7/8/9 CARD EDIT CARDS ARE INPUT. THE 
PROGRAM IS WRITTEN 50 THAT MAXIMUM NUMBER OF 
POINTS IN X,y,Z DIRECTIO~ CAN RE CHANGED BY SIMPLE 
INPUT. IN THE ABOVE CASE FIF.LD SIZE OF 26,26,21 
IS ASSUMED. IN THE THREE CARDS AFTER RSII AND MXLL 
I,J,K SHOULD BE INPUT RE~PECTIVELY. THIS COULD NOT 
BE SHOWN ABOVE BECAUSE TEXT EOTTOR CHANGES TEXT IN 
COMMENTS CARDS ALSO. 
IT IS ASSUMED THAT PROGR~H RESIDES ON FILE AFTBDY 
UNDER USER NO. OF 375732~ AND USER 479019C HAS 
PERMISSION TO USE IT. FURTHERMORE, IT IS ALSO ASSUMED 
THAT THE COORDINATE SYSTFM SOLUTION IS TO BE STORED 
ON FILE AFSOLN. THIS NAME CAN BE CHANGED BY 
CHANGING THREE CARDS TOW.ROS THE END OF THE RUNSTREAH. 
THE PLOTS ON CALCOMP CAN BE OBTAINED BY REPLACING 
PLOT.VARIAN CARD BY FOLLOWING CARDS. 
PLOT.CALPOST,11CXO-l.0,YO-0.21 
CaNT. IIPAPER 00, 
CONTI LE~OY PEN SIZF 0.3 
CaNT. MULTIPLE PLOT MnOE 
CaNT. THESE PLOTS APE FOR REPORTSII 
COMMON 16XXXI XCIMXLL,JMXLL,KMXLLI,YIJHXll,JHXll,KMXlLI, 
1 ZClhXLL,JMXLL,KMXlLI,PIIHXlLI,OIJHXll',RIKMXLl' 







1L IHIT • IHXLL 




























































































,~ ... 4 .... __ ........... . 
r' rr.~ • _ ..... __ ....... _. _ _ _ _ •• _ 
.'_ - 0·... ~ .. , 
. oj 
I 
.. ------... -~ 
.. 
.. a .~ ~" • '.~ •• 
CREATION RUN CARDS ENCOUNTERED IN INPUT - -- - --------- UPDATE 1~Z-1t5Z~' 




DO 10 I - I,ILIHIT 
PUI • 0.0 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 20 J - I,JLIHIT 
QCJI • 0.0 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 30 K - I,KLIHIT 
RCKI • 0.0 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 50 I - I,ILIHIT 
DO 50 J - 1,JLIHIT 
DO 50 K • I,KLIHIT 
XCl,J,KI - 0.0 
YII,J,KI - 0.0 
ZCl,J,KI • 0.0 
50 CONTINUE 
C.. READ PART OF INPUT 4ND CHECK FOR GRID SIZE. PLOT CARDS ARE 






IFCIHAX.GT.ILIHITI GO TO 80 
IFCJ~AX.GT.JLIHITI GO TO 80 
IFCKHAX.GT.KLIHIT' GO TO 80 
GO TO 100 













-----.--------- . ..,..~ 

























































































- ." •• __ .~ •• ,. .1, ..... __ ... _-_ .... -_ ... 
-'" .-- . .. _ ..... _ .. -.. --- - -
-'''''-' _'._'0'. ___ " _I 
.---...•.. --------- .•... 
_._---_ .. -.. _--...... _-_ ...... - .. --------- . 












CALL INIT TO SET UP INITIAL GUESS AND COHPUTE P,Q,R 
CALL INIT 
C·· CALL IPRTC TO PRINT INITIAL GUESS IF IPRTI SET. 
C •• 
c·. 
ISOLN a 0 
CALL IPRTC 
C.. CALL IPLTC FOR PLOTTING INITI~L GUESS IF OPTIONS SET. C •• 
CALL IPL TC 
CU 
C.. COMPUTE COORDINATE SYSTEM 
CU 
CALL CALCeR C·. 
C·. CALL IPRTC AND IPLTC TO PRINT,PLOT CONVERGED OR 
C.. PARTIALLY CONVERGED SOLUTION IF PROPER OPTIONS SET. C.· 
CU 
ISOLN • 1 
CALL 1 P'RTC 
CAll IPLTC 
C.. STORE CONVERGED SOLUTION. 
CU 





GO TO 200 
CU 
C.. SOLUTION DID NOT CONVEQGE. WRITE A HESSAGE. C··- . 150 CONTINUE 
-------------_ .. --_._._- .... 
,. 
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C·· C.. ALL FUNCTIONS COMPLETE. FORMAT STATEMENTS 
C·· 1000 FORMATI16I5) 
101~ FORMATI"l") 
10ZL FORMATI"0",5X,"IMAX,JMAX,KHAX • ",'T~I 
1030 FORMATIII15X," ••• GRID SIZE LARGER THAN ALLOWED", 
1 15X," ••• GRID SllE INPUT •. ",3T5, 
2 15X," ••• LARGEST SIZE ALLOWED • ",~15, 
3 15X," ••• INCREASE VALUE OF IMXLL,JMXLL,KMXLL IN TEXT", 
4 " EDITOR". 
5 15X," ••• RUN ABORTED ") 
1040 FORMATI4FlO.O,ZI51 
1050 FORMATI"0",5X,"Rl,R2,R3,R4,IERR,ITFRMX • ",4E15.5,2I51 
lObO FORMATI3FlO.01 
1070 FORMATI"0",5X,"IPRT1,IOEL1,JOEL1,IPRTl,IDELZ,JOEL2 • ",bI51 
lOBL FORMATI4AIO) 
1090 FORMATI"O".5X,"HEDl • ",4AI0) 
1100 FORMATI"O",5X,"HE02 • ",4AIOI 
1110 FORMATlbI5,6AlO) 
1120 FORMATI1X,BE15.6) 
1130 FORMATI"1"11115X." ••• ·SnLUTION 010 NOT CONVERGE. SOLUTION", 
1 " NOT STORED ON UNIT 1"115X," ••• HAX ERROR IN Y • ",E15.6, 
2 "OCCUREO AT LOCATInN • ",I5.",".I5,",",15115X," ••• MAX", 
3 " ERROR ALLOWED • ",E15.6115X." ••• NO. OF ITERATIONS", 





C.. THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES INITIAL GUESS ON THE AFTER BODY 
C.. MODEL. ONLY ONE-HALF OF THE BOOY IS CONSIDERED. THE BODY 
C.. CONSISTS OF A 4-DEGREE WEOGE SFCTION AND A AFTER BODY 
C.. WHICH IS CURVED IN X AS WELL AS l-OIRFCTION. THE WEDGE 
c.. HAS A LENGTH OF 62.3 AND THE AFT BODY HAS A LENGTH OF" 
C.. 27.7. THE HALF WIDTH 15 12. TtJ THE AFTER BODY 
C •• · Y-CENTERLINE IYCl) IS GIVEN BY 
C.. yel • C + 10.0 - (X-E'.(X-E)) •• 0.5 
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C.. WHERE C. -457.8350 
C·· D. 463.3164 
C" E. 94.56704 C.· 
C.. IN LATERAL DIRECTION 
C·. Y • YCL - R + IR.R - Z.Z' •• 0.5 
C" WHERE R. (A+BIY-62.3" "-1.0 
C" A • 3.5521E-4 Ih2.23505E-ie 
C" NOTEI 1 COMPUTED FPOt-! CENTERLINE OF BODY. C·. 
COMMON IBXXXI XIIHXLL,JH~LL,KHXLL',YIIMXLL,JHXLL,KHXLL', 
1 ZIIMXLL,JMXLL,KMXLL,.PIIHXLL"OlJHXLL',RIKMXLL' 
















TAN4 • .0099268119 
A • 0.00035521 
B • 0.000223505 
DO 50 I • 1,IMAX 
ZIII1,1). 0.0 
IFIXII,1,1,.GT.62.3' GO TO 20 
YII,1,1' • XII,1,I' • TANie 
GO TO 40 
CONTINUE 
Y!f,1,1' • -457.6350 + (le63.31~4.463.3164 -
IXII,I,I' - 94.56704'. (XII,l,l' - 94.56704" •• 0.5 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
ON ALL I STATION~ X IS CONSTANT AND ON ALL 
K-STATIONS Z IS CONSTANT 
DO 75 I • 1,lMAX 
DO 75 J • I,JHAX 
DO 75 K • 1,KHAX 
XII,J,K' • XII,I,I' 
ZII,J,K' • Z(1,1,K' 
75 CONTINUE 
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ON J • JMAX Y • YI1,JHAX,1' 
00 100 I • 1,IMAX 
DO 100 K - 1,KMAX 
YII,JMAX,K' • Yl1,JHAX,1' 
CONTINUE 
COMPUTE Y ON J • 1. UPTO X • 62.3 Y STAYS CONSTANT IN K 
DIRECTION. fOR X GREATER THAN 67..3 Y HAS TO BE COMPUTED. 
I 
DO 130 I • 1,lMAX 
00 120 K - 2,KHAX 
IFlXII,1,1).GT.62.3) GO TO 110 
Ylr,1,K' • YlI,l,l, 
GO TO 115 
CONTINUE 
RR • 1.0 1 IA + B.,X,I,l,l' - ~?3" 
YlI,1,K' • YII,l,l' - RR + lRR.RR - ZlI,l,K' 




COMPUTE Y FROM J • 2 THRU JHAX - 1. POINTS ARE 
DISTRIBUTED IN THE SAME RATIO AS ON I • 1,K.1 LINE. 
J1 • JMAX - 1 
00 150 I • 1,IMAX 
00 150 J - 2,J1 
00 15' K • 1,KMAX 
. YlI,J,K' • YlI,l,K' + n(l,JHAX,K"- YII,l,K)) • 
1 IYI1,J,1' - YI1,1,1" IIYI1,JHAX,1' -' Yl1,1,1') 
150 CONTINUE 
C" 
C++ INITIAL GUESS SPECIFIED. COMPUTF p,a, AND R 
C" 
11 • I MAX - 1 
00 ZOO I -2,11 
XUU· XII+1,1,1) - 2.0+XlI,1,1) + XlI-l,l,l) 
XU • 0.5 + IXII+l,l,l' - XlI-l,l,l" 
PII' • - XUU 1 lXU+XU+XU' 
200 CONTINUE 
C". 
DO 250 J • 2,J1 
" 
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ATION RUN CARDS ENCOUNTEREO IN INPUT 
YUU· yel,J+l,I' - 2.0*ye1,J,I' + ye1,J-l,I' 
YU • 0.5 * eyel,J+l,l' - yel,J-l,I') 
OeJ' • - YUU 1 eyu*yu*yU, 
250 CONTINUE 
Ctt 
Kl • KMAX - 1 
DO 300 K • 2,Kl 
ZUU • Zel,I,K+l' - 2.0*Zel,l,K' + Zel,I,K-I' 
ZU • 0.5 t eZel,I,K+l' - l(I,I,K-l" 








C·. THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES Y-CORDINATE ONLY IN THE INNER GRID. 
Ct. X AND Z COORDINATES IN THE GRID ARE FIXED. FOR SIMPLICITY 
C.. U SIGNIfIES XI, V - ETA, AND W - TAU. THUS XU SIGNIFIES 
C.. DX/DXI. XUU • D2X/DXl2 AND SO ~N. 
C.. KKK • 0 SIGNIFIES UNCONVERGEO SOLUTION. 
c*· 
C •• 
COMMON IBXXXI XeIMXll,JMXll,K~XlL"Y(IMXLL,JHXLl,KHXll', 
1 Z(IMXll,JMXll,KM~ll"P(tHXll',O(JHXll',ReKMXlL' 





ISOLtI • 1 
KKK • 0 
IERFLG • 0 
11 • INAX - 1 
J1 • JMAX - 1 
KI • KMAX - I 
DO 600 IJK • I,ITERMX 
II • IJK 
YERRMX • 0.0 
DO 400 I • 2,11 
DO 400 J • 2,JI 
DO 400 K • 2,Kl 
YTEMP • YU,J,K' 
PPP • PlI) 
" 
---------_. __ ... _--_. __ .. _.- . 
. 79/06/22. 18.29.34. PAGE 10 ..... - ......... -..... - ... . 
AFTBDY 397 






























































QQQ • QCJ' 
RRR • RIK) 
IPl • 1+1 
IM1 • 1-1 
JPl • J+l 
JH1 • J-l 
KP1 • hI 
KH1 • K-l 
CARDS ENCOUNTERED IN INPUT 
XU • CXCIP1,J,K, - XitHl,J,K') + 0.5 
YU • CYCIP1,J,K) - YCIMl,J,K') + 0.5 
ZU • CZCIP1,J,KI - Z(TM1,J,K)) + 0.5 
XV • CXII,JPl,KI - XCI.JMl,K) + 0.5 
YV • CYCI,JP1,K' - YCI,JMl,K» + 0.5 
ZV • IZII,JP1,KI - ZIT,JMl,K)) + 0.5 
XW • IXII,J,KP1) - X(I,J,KHl» + 0.5 
YW • (YII,J,KP1) - YII,J,KHl» + 0.5 
ZW • (ZII,J,KP1) - ZIJ,J,KHl) + 0.5 
YUU • YIIP1,J,K) - 2.0+YIT,J,~) + YCIHl,J,K) 
Y~V • YII,JP1,K) - 2.0+Ylr,J,~) + Y(T,JH1,KI 
YWW • YII,J,KP11 - 2.0+Ylr,J,~) + YCt,J,KHl) 
UPDATE '1. Z';;1e52. 
YUV • O.25+CYCIP1,JPl,K) - YCJPl,JH1,K) - YCIM1.JP1,KI + 
Y IIMl, JHl.K)) 
YUW • O.25.CYCIPl,J,KPll - YIJP1.J,KHl) - YCIH1.J,KPll + 
YIIHl,J,KM1)) 
YVW & O.Z5+CYII,JPl,KPl) - YIJ,J~l,KPll - YII,JP1,KH1I + 
Y II, JMb KMlI) 
AJ • XU+IYV+ZW - ZV+YW) - XV+'YU+ZW - YW+ZUI + 
XW+IYU+ZV - YV+ZUI 
CUU • IXV+YW - XW+YV)++2 + 'XV+ZW - XW+ZV)++2 + 
CYV+ZW - YW+ZV)+.2 
CUV • IXU+YW - XW+YUI+'XV+YW - XW.YV) + (XU+ZW - XW+ZU) + 
IXV.ZW - XW+ZV) + CYU+ZW - YW+ZU) + (YV+ZW - YW+ZV) 
CUW • IXU+YV - XV+YU)+(XV+YW - XW+YV) + CXU+ZV - XV+ZU) + 
IXV.ZW - XW+ZV) + (YU+ZV - YV+ZU) + CYV+IW - YW+ZV) 
CVV • IXU+YW - XW+YU)++Z + (XU+IW - XW+ZU)++Z + 
IYU+ZW - YW+IUI++2 
CVW • IXU+YV - XV+YU)+CXU+YW - XW+YU)+ CXU+ZV - XV+ZU) + 
IXU+ZW - XW+ZU) + (YU+ZV - YV+Z~) • CYU+ZW - YW+ZUI 
CWW • IXU+YV - XV+YU)++2 + IXU+7.V - XV+ZU).+2 + 
IYU+ZV - YV+IU)++2 
'CF • 0.5 I CCUU + CVV + CWW) 
YTEMPI • CF+CCUU+IYlt+l,J,K) + Y(T-l,J,K» - Z.O+CUV+YUV 
+2.0+CUW+YUW + CVV+CYII,J+l,K) + YII,J-l,K») .......... . 
I. 
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+ CWW*CYCI,J,K+l, + YCI,J,K-l" - 2.0+CVW*YVW + (PPP+YU + QQQ.YV + RRR.YW' * eAJ*AJ" 
yeI,J,Kl • el.0-Rll • YTEMP + Rl.YTEMPI 
COMPUTE MAX Y-ER~OR 
YERR • ABSCYTEMP - yeJ,J,Kll 
IF(YERR.LE.YERRMXl GO TO 150 
YERRMX • YERR 
IYERI • I 
IYERJ • J 
IYERK • K 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CHECK IF ERROR NEEDS TO BE PRJNTED· 
IERFLG • IERFLG + 1 
IF(IERFLG.Li.IERRl GO TO 450 
WRITE(b,10001 Ll,YERRMX,IYEPJ,IYERJ,IYERK 
IERFLG • 0 . 
CONTINlJE 
CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE 
IF(YERRMX.LT.R31 KKK. 1 
IF(YERRMX.LT.R31 GO TO 650 
bOO CONTINUE 
C** 
b5u CONTI NU'E 
C .. 
RETURN 
1000 FORMAT("0",5X,"ITERATION NO.,MAX Y-ERR, lOC • ",I5,2X,EI5.5,2X, 




C·· C·· SUBROUTINE USED TO PRINT INTTIAl, CONVERGED OR PARTIALLY C·· CONVERGED SOLUTION. ALL PERTINENT PARAMETERS ARE PASSED 
C.. THRU COMMON. 
C.· ISOLN • 0 INDICATES INITIAL GUESS 
C··' ISOlN • 1 AND KKK • 0 INDICATES PARTIALLY CONVERGED SOlH 
c·· ISOLN • 1 AND KKK • 1 .INDICATES CONVERGED SOLUTION. 
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CARDS ENCOUNTERED IN INPUT · ... ·~~=.·.~·-.· .. ·UPDAT~. !.2:'i5~. 
COMMON IBXXXI XlIMXLL,JMXLL,K~Xll',YIIHXLL,JHXLL,KHXLL', 
1 ZIIMXLL,JHXLL,KMXLL),PIIHXLL',OlJHXLL),R(KHXLL) 





IFIISOLN.EO.l) GO TO 10 
IPRTX - IPRTl 
IDELX - WELl 
JDELX - JOELl 
GO TO 20 
10 CONTINUE 
C" 
IPRTX • IPRTZ 
IDELX • JDEL2 






IFIIPRTX.EO.O) GO TO 600 





IF I ISOl-N. EO .1.AND.KKK. EO.l 1 WR HE (6,10401 
WRITEC6,1050) IHAX,JMAX,KHAX 








DO 300 I - l,IHAX,IDELX 
DO Z90 J • 1,JHAX,JOELX 
WRITEI6,l080) I,J 
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RETURN 
C •• 
C.. FaRHAT STATEHENTS 
c·· 1000 FCRHAT("l"IIItOX,ItAlO' 
1010 FORHAT(/40X,4A10, 
1020 FORHAT("O",49X," ••• INITIAL snLUTIPN ••• ", 
103~ FORHAT("0",41X," ••• PARTI4LLY CONVEPGED SOLUTION ••• ") 
1040 FORMAT("O",4BX," ••• CONVERGED SOLUTION ••• ") 
1'50 FORHAT("0",41X,"IHAX • ",I3,4X,"JHAX • ",13,4X,"KHAX • ",131 
l~bL FORMAT("0",47X,"ITE~ATION PERFOQHED • ",151 
1~7& FORMAT(" ",34X,"HAX Y-ERR • ",E14.~," AT LOC I,J,K • ",315) 






c·· c·. SUBROUTINE USED TO PLOT INITIAL CONVERGED OR PARTIALL 
c·· CONVERGED SOLUTION. seE COMMENTS UNOER IPRTC ROUTINE 
c·· COMMON IBXXXI X(IHXLL,JHXLL,KHXLl),Y(IHXll,JHXlL,KHXLll, 
1 Z(IMXLL,JHXll,KMXLL"P(IHXLll,Q(JHXlll,R(~HXlLI 













IFlNPLT1.EQ.0) GO TO 900 
IF(IPlSET.EQ.l) GO TO 20 
IPLSET • 1 
CALL PSEUDO 
CALL FONTS (1) 
2CJ CONTI NUE 
. - •..... --.. 
,. 
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READ NPLTl CARDS AND PLOT 
DO 500 KLH • llNPLTl 
READr5,1040) ITYPE,rSTN,SIZEl 







IFrISOLN.EQ.l1 GO TO 50 
HEDIl) • lOH--- INJTIA 
HED(2) • lOHL GUESS --
HED 13 I • IH-
INUMC • 21 
GO TO 100 
5(, CONTINUE 
IFrKKK.EQ.1I GO TO 75 
HEDrl) • lOH--- PARTIA 
HEDr21 • lOHLLY CONVER 
HEO(3) • lOHGEO SOLUTI 
HED(41 • 10HON 
INUMC • 37 
GO TO 100 
75 CONTINUE 
HEOrl) • 10H--- CONVER 
HEO(21 • lOHGED SOLUTr 
HEfr(3) • 7HON ---





.-.. - -C" 
CALL SCRIBE(0.70,3.0,0.1,0.5,HED,90.0,INUHC~9' 
WRITE ARRAY SIZES 
ENCOOEI40,1020,HEDI IHAX,JHAX,KHAX 
CALL SCRIBEIO.85,3.0,0.1,0.5,HEO,90.0,36,9' 
IFrITYPE.EQ.2) GO TO 140 
XX • XCISTN,I,l1 
ENCOOEI40,1060,HEO) ISTN,XX 
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CARDS ENCOUNTERED IN INPUT UPOATE·1.2"':"52~ 
CONTINUE 




CALL NFRAME .. 
, , . . 
START PLOT. IF ITYPE - 1 THEN Y-ZPLANE PLOTTED. IF ITYPE -2 
THEN X-V PLANE PLOTTEn. 
IFCITYPE.EQ.21 GO TO 300 
COMPUTE YHIN,YMAX, ZHIN,ZHAX 
YMIN - 10000.0 
YMAX • -10000.0 
ZMIN - 10000.0 
ZMAX • -10000.0 
DO leo J • 1,JMAX 
DO leo K • 1,KHAX 
IFIYIISTN,J,K,.lT.YHIN, YHIN • YIISTN,J,K' 
IFIYIISTN,J,KI.GT.YMAX, YHAX • VCISTN,J,KI 
IFIZllSTN,J'K'.GT.l~AX) lHAX • 71ISTN,J,K' 
IFIZIISTN,J,K'.lT.ZHYN' ZHtN • lIYSTN,J,K' 
CONTINUE 
SIZE2 • SIZEl • IYMAX - YHIN, I IlHAX - ZMIN, 
START PLOT. ETA LINES FIRST. 
DO 200 J • 1,JHAX 
DO 190 K • 1,KHAX 
YOUMIK) • YIISTN,J,K' 






KK • 0 
DO 230 K • 1,KMAX 
IFIK.EQ.KHAX) KK • 1 
DO 215 J • 1,JMAX 
., 
--~------------.------
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CREATION RUN CARDS ENCOUNTEREDINtNPUT 
YOUMIJ' • YIISTN,J,K' 


























GO TO 480 
X-V PLANE [S TO RE PLOTTED. 
CONTINUE 
XMIN • 101l00.0 
XHAX • -100QO. 0 
YMIN • 10000.0 
YHAX • -lOCOO.O 
DO 320 I • 1,IMAX 
DO 320 J • 1,JMAX 
IfCXCI,J,ISTNI.LT.XMtNI XMIN • XI',J,ISTNI 
IFCXCI,J,ISTNI.GT.XMAX, XMAX • XCt,J,ISTNI 
IFCYCI,J,ISTNI.LT.YMIN' YMIN • V,t,J,ISTN' 
IFCYCI,J,ISTNI.GT.YMAXI YMAX • YCI,J,tSTNI 
CONTINUE 
SlZE2 • SIZE1 • CYMAX - YHINI , CXHAX - XMINI 
ETA LINES 
DO 350 J • 1,JMAX 
DO 340 I • 1,IMAX 
XOUMCII • XCI,J,ISTNI 





XI - LINES 
KK • 0 
DO 400 I • 1,IMAX 
IFCI.EC.IHAX' KK • 1 
DO 3ec J • 1,JMAX 
XOUMIJ, • Xll,J,ISTN' 
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FORMAT(7HIMAX • ,13,lOH JHAX. ,J3,lOH KHAX. ,131 
FORMATIZI5,FIO.O' 
FORMATI17H-- Y-Z PLOT I. ,J3,7H X. ,E11.51 
FQRMATI17H-- ~-Y PLOT K. ,J3.7H z. ,Ell.51 
END 
CORRECTION IDENTS ARE LISTED IN CHP~N~LOGICAL ORDER OF INSERTION 
------...--------;---- ....... ,--... 







































S ARE LISTED IN THE ORDER OF THEIR OCCURRENCE ON A NEW PROGRAH LIRRARY IF ONE IS CREATED BY THIS UPDATE 
YANK$$S AFTBDY 




B. Job Control Cards 
A list of job control cards needed to run this program are 
included in the comment section of the main program AFTBDY. 
C. Input Explanation 
The instructions for input preparation are included in the 
comment section of the main program COORDC. 
D. Sample Input 
Sample input listing follows on the next page. 
E. Sample Output 
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PROGRAM NO. __ _ LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER 




CODED BY _____ _ 
DIVISION------- ________ SECTION ______ _ 
STATEMENT I ri-CONTINUATION 
NUMBER ~I FORTRAN STATEMENT 
234 sl6 7 B ___ 9_10. p, 12 1.~ 1<1 IS, 16 17_ J~ .l~20 H 2_2 2~ 24 2~._~6 __ 2Z 28 li_JO _JLJLJL34._ JS _36 31..38 _39 4Q AI .42 43 44 45 AlLA_LA8-42~JlJL.S,L53..5LS.LSfLSLSlLU_ 6LH ___ 6 
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III. Conclusions and Recommendations 
A method for numerically generating three-dimensional 
coordinate system for a wedge with a curved after body has 
been presented. The computer program AFTBDY used to numerically 
generate the coordinate system stores the data on a disk file. 
This coordinate system will become a part of the input to the 
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes computer program GANS (developed 
by Dr. Julius E. Harris at the NASA Langley Research Center). 
The computer program G&~S is a code to solve three dimensional, 
time split, viscous, compressible Navier-Stokes equations. 
No Navier-Stokes computer runs using G&~S have been made as 
yet for a wedge curved after body using the coordinate system 
generated by the program AFTBDY. There are two areas in program 
AFTBDY where improvements may have to be made in case the Navier-
Stokes solution generates errors which are attributable to the 
coordinate system. 
The first area could be the way the attraction term Q is 
computed. Q is presently computed based on the y variation on 
S = 1, S = 1, n = 1, JMAX line. For all n planes the same value 
of Q is used. However, as the total y variation from n = 1 to 
n = JMAX for various sand s stations changes, this treatment of 
Q gives n coordinate line variation as shown in Figure 10. Close 
to the after body, the 11 lines do not follow the after body contour 
satisfactorily. This problem can be minimized by choosing Q as a 
sum of exponential functions as suggested by Thompson, Mastin, and 
Thames of the Hississippi State University. 
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The second problem area is the use of Dirchlet boundary 
conditions on ~ = 1 and ~ = KMAX planes. This results in' abrupt 
change of slope near the ~ = 1 and ~ = Kr1AX planes (Figure 10). 
This problem can be avoided by using Neumann boundary conditions 
on these two planes instead of Dirchlet boundary conditions. 
IV. Programmer/Analyst Section 
Program AFTBDY is structured such that the array size in 
~,n, and ~ direction can be varied from problem to problem by 
the use of text editor on the CDC 6600 machine. The array sizes 
are coded to be IMXLL, JMXLL, KMXLL in ~, n, ~ direction, respectively. 
These are changed to the appropriate numeric number by the text 
editor prior to compiling the program. The job control cards, input 
explanation and other helpful hints are provided towards the beginning 
of main program AFTBDY. The program is extensively commented. 
Though, the code is not structured in the true sense, extreme care 
was taken to avoid unnecessary upward branching in the code. A 
brief discussion of each subroutine and their function follows. 
A. Main Program AFTBDY 
This program performs the following function, 
i) Initialize variables to zero. 
ii) Read in input data. If the field size is larger than the 
maximum field size allowed then the program aborts with a 
diagnostic message. The maximum size allowed is ILIMIT, 
JLIHIT, KLUUT and field size input is UIAX, JMAX, la·fAX. 
ILIMIT, JLIMIT, KLIMIT are set by the text editor. The 
storage in N.S. code is such that it is necessary to set, 
ILUUT = IMAX 
JLIMIT = JMAX 
KLIMIT = KMAX 
iii) Call subroutine INIT to specify initial guess and compute 
P, Q, and R. 
iv) Call IPRTC to print initial guess. 
v) Call IPLTC to plot initial guess. 
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vi) Call CALCOR to iterate for the value of y CALCOR passes 
back flag KKK = 1 if the solution converges, otherwise 
KKK remains set to O. 
vii) Call IPRTC to print partially or converged solution. 
viii) Call IPLTC to plot partially or converged solution. 
ix) If the solution converges, then store solution on unit 
1. If the convergence is not reached in ITEru1K itera-
tions, then a diagnostic message is printed and the 
solution is not stored on unit 1. 
B. Subroutine INIT 
This subroutine computes the initial guess and the inhomogeneous 
terms P, Q, and R. 
C. Subroutine CALCOR 
This subroutine computes for y. A do loop is set to perform 
ITERMX iterations. Maximum error in y and its I, J, K location 
is stored in YERRMX, IYERI, IYERJ and IYERK. After each iteration 
maximum error is checked against the maximum error allowed. If 
maximum error is less than maximum error allowed, then the flag KKK 
is set to 1 and an exit from the do loop is taken. If convergence 
is not reached in ITEID1X iteration, then the flag KKK remains set 
to zero. 
D. Subroutine IPRTC 
This subroutine prints initial guess, partially converged 
solution or the converged solution. The following flags indicate 
the status of the solution 
ISOLN = 0 
ISOLN = 0 and KKK = 0 
ISOLN = 0 and KKK = 1 
Initial guess 
Partially converged solution 
Converged solution 
In case of ISOLN = 0, IPRTI flag indicates whether the 
solution is to be printed or not. IDELl and JDELl indicate the 
interval of ~ and n at which the solution is to be printed. 
.. 
When ISOLN = 1, IPRT2 flag indicates whether the solution is 
to be printed or not. In this case IDEL2 and JDEL2 take on the 
same significance as IDELl and JDELl in the case of the initial 
guess. 
E. Subroutine IPLTC 
This subroutine is used to plot initial guess, partially 
converged solution or the converged solution. The flags to 
indicate the type of solution are the same as in the subroutine 
IPRTC. This subroutine plots ~ and ~ planes as indicated by 
input to the program. 
F. Block Diagram 
The block diagram is presented on the next page • 
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NITIAL GUE S 
D P, Q, R 
SET 
ISOLN = 0 
KKK = 0 
CALL IPRTC 
TO PRINT 
INITIAL GUE S 
ISOLN = 0 
NO 
STOP 
· CALL IPLTC 
TO PLOT 
INITIAL GUE S 
(ISOLN = 0) 
KK = 1 
SET 














(ISOLN = 1, KKK = 1) SOLUTION 
TO 
LY 
SOLN = 1, 
(ISOLN = 
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KKK = 0) 
1, KKK = 1) SOLUTION 
NO 
WRITE MESS E 
SOLUTION NO 
STORED 0 IT 1 
·A F T E R BOD Y N U M BE R 1 
T EST S TAR T ED P E B 16,1979 
••• INITIAL GU:lSS •.. 
1M A X 26 J M ~ X 2" X J( A X 21 
•. Y·ZPLOT I 1 X o. 
INFOPLT 1 
Figure 3. Initial Guess ~ = 1 Plane 
.. , 
AFTER BODY NUMBER· 1 
T EST S To ART ED FEB 16,1979 
••• INITIAL GUESS ••• 
1M AX 26 JM AX 26 X14 AX 21 
•• Y·Z PLOT I 22 X 
'. ,. 
INFOPLT 2. 




AFTER BODY NUMBER. 1 
T EST S TAR T ED FEB 16,1979· 
••• IN IT IA L G U XSS ••• 
IM AX 26 JM AX 26 XX AX 21 
•• Y·Z PLOT I 26 X .90000X 02 
-




AFTER. BODY NUMBER. 1 
T EST S TAR. T ED . P E B 16,1979 
•. ~ IN IT IA L -G U XSS _.-
IX AX 26 J14 AX 26 Xlrl AX 21 
• - X·Y PLOT X 1 Z O .
Figure 6. Initial Guess s = 1 Plane 
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APTER BODY NUMBER 1 
·T EST ST ART ED FEB 16,1979 
-.- IN IT IAL G U XSS ---
IX AX 28 114 AX 26 XJ4 AX 21 
•• X·y PLOT X 11 Z 
Figure 7. Initial Guess ~ = 11 Plane 
.-
AFTER BODY NUMBER 1 
TEST ST A R. T ED rEB 16.1979 
-- INITIAL C.UKSS -
1M. A X 26 J)4 A X 28 K X A X 21 
-- X-y PLOT X 21 Z .12000X 02 
Figure 8. Initial Guess s = 21 Plane 
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AFTER BODY NUMBER 1 
T EST S TAR T R D FEB 16,1979 
-- aONVXB..GSD SOLUTION -
III AX 28 Jll AX 26 XX AX 21 
- Y-Z PLOT 1 1 X O. 
INFOPLT 7. 




AFTER BODY NUMBER 1 
TEST ST ART ED poEB 16,1979 
-- a 0 N V XlLG:l.D SOL U T 10 N •• -
114 AX 28 JX AX 28 Xl! AX 21 
-y·z PLOT I 22 X .7lS600~ 02 
) 
\ \ 
\ \ \ \ \ \ 
J\\\\\\\\\ 





I I l-lllll I 
111 / I IL 
'I I l I I I 
~, 
INFOPLT 8. 
Figure 10. Converged Solution ~ = 22 
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AFTER BODY NUMBER 1 
T EST S TAR T ED ]' E B 16,1979 
._. CON VEB.GltD so L U TIO N ••• 
1M AX 26 JM AX 26 Klrl AX 21 
_. y. Z P LOT I 26 X .900001. 02 
INFOPLT 3 . 
..... _" ---- -- - " 
· . 
J 
AFTER BODY NUMBER 1 
TEST ST A R TED PEB 16,1979 
.••• aONYXllGJ.D SOLUTION ••• 
1M AX 26 JM AX 26 XX AX 21 
•• x .. y PLOT X 1 Z O • 
Figure 12. Converged Solution ~ = 1 Plane 
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AlTER. BODY NUMBER. 1 
T EST S TAR. T ED FEB 16 ~19 7 9 
_ .. co N YJ.llGKD SOL U T 10 N _ •• 
1M AX 26 JM AX 26 ~J4 AX 21 
.- X-Y PLOT X 11 Z . .'1250:1 01 
Figure 13. Converged Solution s = 11 Plane 
APTER. BODY NUMBER. 1 
T EST S TAR. T ED rEB 16 ~19 7 9 
••• aONYJ.I.GJ.D SOLUTION --
IKAX 26 JIlAX 28 ~J4AX 21 
- X-Y PLOT ~ 21 % .12000. 02 
Figure 14. Converged Solution ~ = 21 Plane 
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